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ABSTRACT
A critical multistage steam turbine in a large chemical plant
experienced high vibration levels and frequent repairs. Numer
ous failures occurred while passing through the rotor's first
critical speed including heavy rubs. An analysis of the rotor/
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bearing system dynamics revealed that the rotor was highly
sensitive to unbalance. Several different solutions were mod
elled and evaluated. Modifications to the shaft were rejected and
modifications to the machine case were too costly and too time
consuming. A combination tilting pad journal bearing encased
in a squeeze film damper was proposed along with the addition
of two nonfunctional "dummy" wheels that lowered the first
critical speed, improving the separation margin. The damper is
supplied with normal oil pressure that then feeds the journal
bearing. This solution was implemented, resulting in a signifi
cant reduction in rotor amplification factor from 14.8 to 4.2 and
greatly reduced vibration amplitudes throughout the operating
speed range eliminating the rotor rubs. This machine is now
operating well and has survived many startups and shutdowns
without incident.

gears are connected with a grease lubricated gear coupling. The
right angle gear and the pump are rigidly coupled. A photograph
of the steam turbine installation is shown in Figure 2.

INTRODUCTION
The steam turbine is used to drive a critical service cooling
water pump. Two additional electric motor-driven pumps com
prise the rest of the cooling water system. All three pumps are
usually kept in continuous operation with the turbine driven
pump used for emergency cooling water in case of a plant
electric power failure.
This cooling water pump system has been in service for 20
years. The original operating mode was for the two electric
motor driven pumps to operate continuously with the steam
turbine driven pump maintained in standby (auto start) mode in
the event of a power failure. Later additions to the plant in
creased the cooling water demand resulting in the need to run all
three pumps continuously.
The original steam turbine supplied with the cooling water
system was a single stage emergency service design. When
continuous service became necessary, large steam consumption
and poor efficiency dictated the purchase of a new multistage
turbine in 1989: At the time of purchase, no lateral or torsional
rotordynamics analyses were requested or performed on the new
steam turbine system.
The cooling water machine train is outlined in Figure 1. It
consists of a steam turbine driving through a parallel shaft
gearbox and a right angle gearbox to a large (85,000 gal/min)
vertical centrifugal pump. The turbine speed of 3,600 rpm is
reduced to a pump speed of 440 rpm by the speed reducers. The
turbine and parallel shaft gear are connected through a disc pack
coupling with a short spacer. The parallel shaft and right angle
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Figure 1. Schematic of Cooling Water Pump Train Layout.

Figure 2. Photograph of Steam Turbine Installation.

OPERATING HISTORY
Vibration problems were encountered shortly after the initial
startup in 1989. The shaft displacement vibration levels encoun
tered while passing through the critical speed range around
3,000 rpm were more than 4.0 mil and full speed vibration levels
were 2.0 to 3.0 mil. However, the turbine was kept in operation
at this time. The turbine received a major overhaul during a
scheduled plant shutdown in 1991 to determine the cause of the
high vibration. A severely bowed shaft (about 7.0 mil) was
found at this time and a new shaft was manufactured. The rotor
was reassembled and shop balanced to 4W/N or less than 1.2
oz-in.
The turbine was reinstalled and started with vibration levels as
high as before along with a seal steam leak. The poor operation
was blamed on a faulty repair and the turbine was sent to another
repair shop. The rotor was again found to be bowed and again a
new shaft was manufactured. The stacked rotor was very care
fully balanced to the limit of the balancing machine, well below
4W/N.
The cause of the bowed rotors was thought to be "operator
error" as the tendency of the operators was to stop the acceler
ation of the turbine during startup when the vibration became
severe. Unfortunately, this usually occurred in the middle of the
critical speed range. Pausing at the critical speed caused vibra
tions to increase further resulting in permanent rotor damage.
Several subsequent attempts at restarting after the initial rubs
only increased the damage to the rotor.
Although this turbine was equipped with a programmable
governor, this feature was not in use and the normal procedure
was to bring the turbine up to minimum governor speed manu
ally on the trip and throttle valve. The speed was then set with the
electronic governor speed adjust buttons. After the second repair
in 1990, the governor was programmed to slow roll the turbine
and then automatically accelerated to minimum governor speed
with the operator having to only push two buttons. As with all
changes, this change was accepted by some while other opera
tors continued to adjust the turbine speed manually.
At this point, the first attempt at using the installed eddy
current probes and monitors (instead of seismic data) was per
formed. The next startup was observed with instrumentation and
the apparent cause of the high vibration was a radial rub. This
seemed to correlate with the observed operating symptoms and
the bowed rotor damage. The rub occurred at a speed well below
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the published critical speed. The presence of the rub was diag
nosed from the flat orbit shape and phase angle changes. Signif
icant changes in the slow roll vectors were seen from run to run
and at different times. Slow rolling the rotor seemed to "roll
out" the rub induced bow.
The turbine mounting was examined to ensure that the steam
casing was free to expand evenly without distortion when heat
ed, as this was thought to be a possible cause for the rub. All
shipping bolts and slides were found to be free and well lubricat
ed. The thermal growth was observed during startup and found
to be normal.
Several startups were attempted to "rub-out" whatever was
impinging on the shaft. During each startup, at an arbitrary value
of 2.0 mil peak-to-peak at the displacement probes, the turbine
was shut down and put on slow roll until the low speed displace
ment vectors returned to near their initial values. This "rubbing
out" process appeared to be working because the speed at which
the 2.0 mil limit was reached increased with each startup until
the speed reached the lower end of the critical speed range (2400
rpm). After this, there was no gain due to the critical speed
response which increased amplitudes rapidly. The pump was
urgently needed in service so a governor controlled startup was
attempted. More than 3.0 mil were observed passing through the
critical speed and full speed was achieved with shaft amplitudes
less than 1.0 mil. This was considered acceptable and the pump
was left in service.
A recommendation was made at this time to perform a lateral
and torsional analysis of the machine train, because no analysis
had been performed when the replacement turbine was pur
chased in 1989. Startup and operation continued to be problem
atic until a plant turnaround in the Fall of 1994 when another
complete overhaul was done. The next startup saw more than 75
mil of case motion recorded by a brave soul with hand held
equipment. Upon opening the machine, extensive damage to the
turbine was found. The shaft was bowed beyond repair and at
this point a complete rotordynamics analysis was commissioned.
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long and carries 645 lb for a unit loading of 34.4 psi. These are
low specific loads and the lower the specific load, the "softer"
the hydrodynamic film. Increasing the bearing diameter or axial
length is one way of reducing the bearing stiffness however,
increasing the bearing L/D ratio above 0.75 yields diminishing
benefits. In this case, the existing bearings were about as good
as possible for a conventional design in the space allowed.
The stiffness and damping coefficients for the existing bear
ings were calculated and the results are shown in Figures 3 and
4. The horizontal and vertical values are nearly equal with the
exhaust end greater than the governor end. At operating speed
(3,600 rpm) the stiffnesses range from 450,000 to 750,000 lb/in
and the damping values range from 1,750 to 2,250 lb-secjin.
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Figure 3. Principal Stiffness Coefficients of Original Five-Pad
Tilting Pad Journal Bearings.

ROTORDYNAMICS ANALYSIS
The initial evaluation of a rotor bearing system consists of
detailed measurements of the components. In this case, no
previous model of the rotor was available. The rotor is measured,
disks and other components are weighed, and polar and trans
verse moments of inertia are calculated. The bearings are exam
ined and measured including critical clearances and seal
dimensions. Finally the casing is evaluated for mass and stiff
ness properties and to see if any beneficial casing modifications
are possible. These are critical steps that must be carefully
completed. An error at the modelling stage will not be detectable
later in the analysis.
At this point several "rules-of-thumb" can be employed to
size up the project. First, the bearing span, L,, to shaft diameter,
D,, ratio is evaluated. Usually an Ls/D, ratio greater than 10 will
indicate a rotor with a high amplification factor. In this case, the
main shaft diameter is 6.0 in and the bearing span is 731� in for
a ratio of 12.2, which indicates a very flexible shaft. The shaft
stiffness is approximated by beam theory at 2 33,000 lb/in. For
a well-behaved machine, the combined bearing stiffnesses should
be less than twice the shaft stiffness. One initial consideration
was to increase the shaft diameter. This would increase the shaft
stiffness but that would also increase the critical speed closer to
operating speed so that modification idea was abandoned.
The existing bearings were five pad tilting pad bearings. First
they were evaluated for their static loading. The governor end
bearing is 4.0 in in diameter and 3.0 in long and carries 464 lb.
The static unit loading is defined as W/L D or 38.7 psi for this
end. The exhaust end bearing is 5.0 in i� diameter and 3.75 in
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Figure 4. Principal Damping Coefficients of Original Five-Pad
Tilting Pad Journal Bearings.
The computer generated rotor model, Figure 5, shows that
there is one compound Curtis (impulse) stage and six Rateau
(pressure) stages. This model is used to generate an undamped
critical speed map, Figure 6, which displays the first three
critical speeds as a function of bearing support stiffness. As
bearing stiffness increases from 10,000 lb/in to 100,000 lb/in,
the first critical speed frequency increases rapidly until the
bearing stiffness reaches about 500,000 lbjin. Then the critical
speed frequency increases more slowly until, at 1,000,000 lb/in,
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it becomes asymptotic and increasing the stiffness further will
not raise the critical speed. Cross plotted on this chart are
dynamic stiffness coefficients.These are a frequency dependent
summation of the stiffness and damping coefficients:

I (Kxx)2

Kdx =

This machine is designed to accommodate two additional
wheels for other horsepower situations. Taking advantage of
these blank spaces on the rotor, the final design included adding
two "dummy" disks at the locations normally occupied by the
other Rateau stages. The reason for adding mass to the rotor is
to lower the critical speed, increasing the separation margin
between it and the operating speed. The rotor model with the
dummy wheels is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 5. Computer Model of Original Unmodified Steam Tur
bine Rotor.
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of actual shaft center motion at the critical speed. Unfortunately
no actual records of amplitude and phase angle versus speed
exists for the original rotor bearing system.The machine wrecks
and high amplitude observations were enough to guide the plant
in extreme caution during startup and operation.
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Figure 6. Undamped Critical Speed Map for Unmodified Steam
Turbine Rotor with Dynamic Stiffness Coefficients.
Here the damping coefficients are multiplied by frequency to
account for their behavior as a dynamic stiffness.These dynamic
coefficients more accurately predict the critical speeds on the
undamped critical speed map. The ratio of combined dynamic
bearing stiffness to shaft stiffness is about 8.5 to one that means
these bearings are too stiff to assure a well-damped unbalance
response. The undamped critical speed mode shape with the
original bearings in Figure 7 helps explain the difficulty in
controlling this rotor's vibrations with conventional bearings.
This shaft is so flexible that node points appear next to the
bearings and the probe areas. This situation has two conse
quences. The effective bearing damping is reduced by restrict
ing motion in the hydrodynamic film and having the proximity
probes close to the nodes makes them indicate a low percentage

Using the actual stiffness and damping coefficients and the
rotor model, the predicted rotor amplitude response to 4W/N
(1.2 oz-in) imbalance placed at the rotor center is plotted in
Figure 9 for the thrust end probe location and the rotor center.
Note that the probe detects only about 27 percent of the center
span amplitude. The predicted amplification factor is 14.8 with
the maximum response at 3,030 rpm. This predicted response
agrees with the observed turbine vibration patterns.

To increase the accuracy of the unbalance response modeling,
a support substructure was included in the computer program.
Ideally, impact testing or finite element modeling would have
been performed to get stiffness and mass properties from the
machine casing. This project went from analysis to startup in 10
days, so known values from similar machines were used. The
authors chose 3,000,000 lb/in horizontal support stiffness and
5,000,000 lb/in vertical support stiffness. Ten percent of critical
damping was also included in the structural model.
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SQUEEZE FILM DAMPER THEORY
The underlying idea behind the squeeze film damper is to
optimize the available damping to dissipate rotor vibration
energy. Because a large damping value is also a dynamic stiff
ness, it is vital to first reduce the bearing stiffness and then
optimize the damping. Just adding damping to a rotor system
with stiff bearings is doomed to failure. Allowing freedom of
movement by reducing bearing stiffness allows the damping in
the oil film to remove vibrational energy as heat and reduce rotor
displacement amplitudes. This concept is excellent when ap
plied to rotor bearing systems that meet certain criteria but
nearly useless in other situations. The prime candidate is a very
flexible rotor operating above its first critical speed. Squeeze
film dampers are commonly applied to jet engine shafts mounted
in rolling element bearings that are very stiff and have little
damping. They are also employed to solve unstable subsynchro
nous vibration problems. Large heavy rotors are not good appli
cations because of the difficulty in centering the damping film.
Geared systems that have large changes in gear tangential and
separation forces as load changes are also not suitable because
of the large change in bearing (and seal) eccentricity that can
occur.
A squeeze film damper is defined as a journal bearing where
there is no rotation but translational motion is allowed. In this
case, the tilting pad bearing is enclosed by an outer shell with an
annular clearance. The oil in the cavity is retained by 0-rings
that also serve to center the journal in the damper housing. A
diagram of this arrangement is shown in Figure 10. The mathe
matical theory for this design is primarily based on the work of
Gunter, Barrett, and Allaire [1]. There are numerous papers and
articles describing both squeeze fli m damper theory and exper
imental testing. Nikolajsen and Holmes [2] analyzed a flexible
rotor and the control of synchronous vibrations by damper
isolation. Childs [3] presents a detailed discussion of the math
ematics of squeeze film dampers and a good discussion about the
practical application of dampers. The limitations are also dis
cussed including the discrepancies between theory and mea
surements.Vance [4] has a thorough analysis of the squeeze film
damper including nonlinear effects. One nonlinear phenomena
is a "jump" effect where a sudden change in rotor response
occurs when large synchronous amplitudes are encountered.
Zeidan and Vance [5 ] examine the effects of cavitation and the
entrainment of air in the damper film. If there is no cavitation in
the damper film, a 2n film is developed and a full circumferen
tial dynamic pressure wave is generated.If cavitation occurs, the
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positive pressure region is reduced to a 1t film or 180 degrees.
Much of the work, both experimental and theoretical, is con
cerned with jet engine dampers applied to rolling element bear
ings operating at much higher frequencies than the 3,600 rpm
machine in this analysis.
End seals are needed to retain the oil film and elastomer 0rings are chosen for the design. A circumferential distribution
groove is required because the tilting pad bearing oil is supplied
by the oil flowing through the damper. Ideally, translational
motion will generate a pressure profile, as shown in Figure 11.
Several researchers have reported pressure fluctuations in the
supply groove. The inner bearing design chosen was a 4-pad
tilting pad bearing with load between pads. The stiffness and
damping of this bearing by itself is not much different from the
original bearing, but it does have the advantage of having equal
horizontal and vertical stiffness and damping characteristics.
This justifies the simplification of the damper analysis that
limits us to centered circular shaft orbits since everything is
symmetrical. The assumption is that the film is cavitated. The
stiffness and damping are calculated using a computer program
developed by Lloyd E. Barrett at the University of Virginia.The
dynamic stiffness and damping coefficients for a cavitated film
are calculated from the following equations:
K=

21J RU ECO
__:_____

and

Figure 10. Typical Squeeze Film Damper Construction.
In these equations, K and C are the damper stiffness and
damping, E is the eccentricity ratio, IJ is the oil viscosity, 1t is
3.1415926 . . . , R is the damper radius, Lis the damper length,
ro is the frequency in radians per second, and c is the damper
radial clearance. Note that clearance and length are both cube
factors and strongly affect the coefficients. Many researchers
have found that experimental results do not agree with the
coefficients predicted by these simple equations. However, in
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Typical results of these tests are shown in Figure 1 3. The 6.0 in
diameter ring setup has a stiffness of 18,000 lb/in and the 7.75
in diameter ring setup has a stiffness of 24,000 lb/in.
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Figure 11. Axial Pressure profile of Typical Squeeze Film
Damper.
this case, the predicted combined bearing and damper coeffi
cients were sufficient to solve the problem. Only normal oil
pressure (20 to 40 psig) was available from the lubrication
system to feed the damper and the bearing pads. Varying the
oil pressure within these limits did not affect the damper
performance.

DESIGN AND TESTING
In order to design a damper that is centered under load, the
stiffness of the 0-rings must be known. This data is not readily
available in the manufacturer's literature so a test fixture was
constructed to test the 0-rings experimentally. The setup used to
conduct these tests is shown in Figure 12. Several 0-rings with
different compounds and cross section were tested. The final
selection was a 90-durometer fluorocarbon (oil resistant) mate
rial with a cross section of 0.210 in. Both 6.0 in and 7.75 in
diameter rings were tested. One design parameter is the width of
the 0-ring groove. If this groove is too narrow and fills with the
elastomer under load, the stiffness of the 0-ring will not be
linear. To avoid this, a groove width of 0.281 in was used.

"0"-RING

Figure 12. 0-Ring Load-Deflection Experimental Test Setup.
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Figure 13. Load-Deflection Test Results to Determine 0-Ring
Stiffness.
To end up with the inner bearing centered in the damper after
the rotor load is applied, the 0-ring grooves are cut eccentric
with the bearing bore and the rings are preloaded so that the top
(unloaded area) of the damper 0-ring is still under some com
pression when the damper is centered. Using the 7.75 in diam
eter ring as an example, if initial preload of 10 percent is wanted,
then this creates an additional load equal to the compression
times the 0-ring stiffness. This load is:
5

=0.210 INCH Diameter

K

= 24,000 LB/IN

x

10% = 0.021 INCHES

(Measured 0-ring Stiffness)

KB =504 LBf

Thus, the total load on the bottom of the 0-ring is this preload
plus the 650-lb static shaft load from the rotor or 1,154 lb total.
Referring to Figure 14, the lower ring compression will be
1,154/24,000 or 0.048 in. To get this initial 10 percent compres
sion on the top 0-ring, the top groove depth plus the clearance
must equal 90 percent of the 0-ring cross section diameter
minus the damper clearance. From the optimization procedure,
the desired damper radial clearance is 0.010 in so the top 0-ring
groove depth is 0.9(0.210)-0.010 or 0.179 in. On the bottom half
of the damper we need a groove depth of 0-ring cross section
minus the compression, minus the radial clearance or 0.2100.048-0.010 or 0.152 in. This means that the eccentricity on the
0-ring groove is 0.179-0.152 = 0.027 in. Figure 14 indicates that
without the shaft load, the top of the damper has no clearance.
With shaft load applied, the damper has an even 10-mil clear
ance on all sides. The final bearing assembly cutaway is Figure
15 and Figure 16 is a photograph of the actual bearing half with
the inner and outer shells, supply groove and bearing inlet
orifices.
The calculated stiffness and damping values of the damper
alone are not important. What we need are the actual resultant
stiffness and damping coefficients. These are calculated with
equations developed by Nicholas [6]. These equations for the
horizontal direction are:
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and

Where:
m5x = Support Mass

Figure 16. Photograph of Actual Squeeze Film Damper at
Splitline.

tBEARING ASSEMBLY
IN "FREE STATE"

BEARING ASSEMBLY

WITH ROTOR IN PLACE

the tilting pad bearing characteristic. In Figures 17 and 18, the
effective stiffness and damping values of the combined system
are seen for the governor end bearing. The final exhaust end
bearing coefficients are similar. It is important to note that the
damping values have not increased and in fact are about one-half
of the calculated damping from the rigidly mounted tilting pad
bearing alone. The big change is the drop in effective stiffness
to near 200,000 lb/in for each bearing. This stiffness decrease is
the key to the success of this design. The undamped rotor first
critical speed mode shape (Figure 19) confirms that now the
bearings are not near node points but have enough relative
amplitude to make the bearing damping effective.

Figure 14. Damper Construction Details Showing Eccentric
Setup to Center Assembly under Load.
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Figure 17. Combined Stiffness of Four-Pad Tilting Pad Bearing
and Squeeze Film Damper Assembly.

Figure 15. Isometric View of Complete Four-Pad Tilting Pad
and Squeeze Film Damper Bearing.
Here, ro is the frequency in radians per second and the SX
subscript is the damper characteristic while the subscript XX is

Now, when the thrust end probe amplitude is compared with
the center span amplitude (Figure 20) the probe "sees" 39
percent of the maximum rotor amplitude. The calculated unbal
ance response for the original bearings is compared in Figure 21,
with the actual damper bearing that was manufactured and
installed. With the same applied imbalance, the center span
amplitude has been reduced from 3.4 mil to 1.0 mil and the
frequency has dropped from 3,030 rpm to 2,610 rpm. The change
in critical speed frequency is due to both the decrease in bearing
stiffness and the addition of the extra mass from the dummy
wheels. At the exhaust end probe location, Figure 22, the critical
speed amplitude drops from 0.93 mil to 0.36 mil. For both
locations, the amplification factor decreased from an intolerable
14.8 to a controllable 4.2.
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Figure 21. Comparison of Center Span Amplitude-Original
Bearings vs Squeeze Film Damper Bearings.
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Figure 19. Critical Speed Rotor Mode Shape with "Dummy "
Disks and Squeeze Film Damper Bearings.
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Figure 20. Predicted Unbalance Response at Rotor Center and
Thrust End Probe Location with Modified Rotor and Four-Pad
Bearings with Squeeze Film Damper.
The final proof of the design is the actual field test.The actual
amplitude and phase are shown in Figure 23 from the thrust end
horizontal" displacement probe captured during a startup after
the damper bearing was installed.The peak amplitude occurs at
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Figure 22. Comparison of Exhaust End Amplitude-Original
Bearings vs Squeeze Film Damper Bearings.
2625 rpm with a maximum reading of 1.34 mil and an amplifi
cation factor of 4.2. This matches the predicted response very
closely except in maximum amplitude. The predicted vs actual
synchronous amplitude vs speed plots are compared in Figure 24
for added clarity. There was some wet steam present during this
startup which may have increased the overall amplitude of the
field measurements.
Only shaft motion relative to the case was measured. Casing
velocity was reported to be less than 0.08 in/sec peak at any
point. The synchronous shaft displacement orbits were almost
completely circular and the shaft centerline position measure
ments (DC gap voltage) showed the shaft move directly straight
up from rest to full speed. These facts further justify the simpli
fied assumptions made in the initial damper design stage. It
would have been insightful to have recorded the relative motion
of the bearing inside the damper, but this is a production
machine and is not readily available for experimentation.

CONCLUSIONS
A critical turbomachine must perform reliably even under less
than ideal operating conditions. The turbine described in this
paper was not able to do this because of extreme sensitivity to
unbalance forces. Space and time limitations eliminated altering
the turbine case and increasing the shaft diameter would have
caused an operating speed interference with the critical speed.

THE DESIGN AND APPLICATION OF A SQUEEZE FILM
DAMPER BEARING TO A FLEXIBLE STEAM TURBINE ROTOR
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critical speed without rubs and operates continuously with
displacement probe amplitudes from 0.4 to 0.6 mil peak-to
peak.
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The bearings were modified by adding a squeeze film damper in
series with the tilting pad bearing. A simplified damper analysis
was used. This combination lowered the bearing stiffness and
damping values. The lower stiffness allowed rotor motion at the
bearings making the available damping much more effective. In
addition, two "dummy" wheels were mounted on the shaft to
lower the critical speed frequency further. The effect was to
lower the critical speed amplification factor from 14.8 to 4.2 and
reduce overall amplitudes. This machine now runs through its
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